Unmasking Corporate Interference

How Corporations Keep Wages Low, Rents High and Democracy Out of Reach
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Executive Summary

Today, people in cities all across the country are working together toward a shared vision of healthy, vibrant communities with stable homes and good jobs. But while they do their work in public, building our democracy, their opponents are at work in ways that are harder to see. Using local and state associations, massive corporations and their overwhelmingly white, male leadership are driving forward a strategy to keep wages low and rents high by stripping away local democratic power. The burdens of these actions fall heaviest on women, people of color and LGBTQ individuals, a greater share of whom earn low wages and pay unaffordable rents compared to their white counterparts.

This report focuses on five states—Tennessee, Pennsylvania, Louisiana, Michigan and Colorado—where people's campaigns are underway to challenge corporations' hold on democracy and allow cities to protect workers and tenants. The report unmasks the corporations driving the deregulation of their industries and trying to ensure that local organizing cannot translate into better laws. Across those states, we found:

• Large national and statewide corporations like Kroger, Giant and Greystar Real Estate hold leadership positions in the state and local associations that fight for deregulation of wages and rents.

• Some of these corporations in leadership positions employ significant numbers of low-wage workers and own or manage thousands of rental housing units in the five states.

• The corporate leaders holding power within these associations are overwhelmingly white men, some earning millions in annual income, whereas women, people of color and LGBTQ individuals are dramatically overrepresented among the low-wage workers and tenants most adversely impacted by deregulation of rents and wages.

• Several of the corporations leading harmful state deregulation efforts in the states have relationships with American Legislative Exchange Council (ALEC), one of the architects of the strategy of passing corporate-driven state laws that block local worker and tenant protections.

• Among all the corporations examined, AT&T and Comcast appear most often in the report, as they hold leadership positions in chambers of commerce in Pennsylvania, Louisiana and Tennessee, maintain ties with ALEC, and employ significant numbers of lobbyists in all three states.

In addition, we observed important developments in the individual states:

• In Tennessee, massive corporate employers like Kroger, Publix and Dollar General and some of the nation's largest corporate landlords like Lincoln Properties and Bell Partners are working through state and local chambers of commerce and apartment associations to preserve deregulation. These corporations have successfully lobbied for and maintained a system with no state or local minimum wages or requirements to provide paid sick days, all while employing thousands of low wage workers and failing to provide paid sick days to huge portions of their workforce. This system also prohibits any limitations on private rents or any requirement to include affordable units in new residential projects. In the midst of a statewide housing affordability crisis and pandemic, the results have been devastating for people across the state, particularly for women and people of color.

• In Pennsylvania, large corporations, many of them household names like Giant, Eat’n Park, Save-a-Lot and Wawa, occupy important leadership roles in the Pennsylvania Chamber of Business and Industry, which lobbies to maintain the state's brutal combination of a $7.25 minimum wage and complete ban on local minimum wages. These same corporations themselves employ thousands of low-wage workers in the state. Their grip on state policy helps explain why over 70 percent of low wage workers in Philadelphia cannot afford their rent.

• In Louisiana, a few rich, powerful white men, including Lane Grigsby and Art Favre, have
helped maintain a ruthless set of economic rules through the Louisiana Association of Business and Industry (LABI). LABI, which has argued there should be no regulation of wages of any kind, has made this vision a reality in its state. LABI has helped hold in place the nation’s longest-lasting prohibition on local minimum wages, coupled with no state minimum wage. This scheme harms many: Black workers, who comprise more than half of the state’s minimum wage workers; women, who work under the worst gender pay gap in the U.S.; and LGBTQ individuals, 30 percent of whom live in poverty.

- In Colorado and Michigan, others of the nation’s largest landlords, including Greystar, BH Management and Edward Rose and Sons, have worked through state and local apartment associations to obtain and preserve prohibitions on local rent control. These landlords, along with other corporations in leadership of the apartment associations, own and manage tens of thousands of apartments in the two states. With neither state nor local ceilings on the rents they can charge, these landlords operate in a system that takes a severe economic toll on Black and Latinx renters. Over half of Latinx renters in Colorado and nearly 60 percent of all renters in Detroit (who are overwhelmingly Black) are cost-burdened.

By exposing these corporations and their harmful, anti-democratic actions, this report aims to help the many people organizing to challenge corporate interference in their states, cities and towns and return the basic instruments of democracy to those who need them most.
Introduction

In cities across the country, people come together everyday to realize a shared vision of thriving communities for themselves and their neighbors. Yet hundreds of thousands of working people have earnings that don’t come close to covering their most basic costs. Their rents are far too high and their wages are far too low. Women and people of color are overrepresented among these working people. They have organized and fought for the things that would help fix the problem: reasonable limits on rent increases; modest raises in the minimum wage; the ability to take a couple of days off work without penalty when they or their family members are sick. Sometimes they have won. But far too often, their victories and power have been stolen from them in the backrooms of state legislatures and governors’ offices. They live in a system that protects high rents and low wages. Twenty-seven states both fail to limit the rent private landlords may charge and prohibit their cities from having such limits. Sixteen states both have no minimum wage (or have a minimum wage that is at or below the federal minimum) and prohibit their cities from setting minimum wages.

Why? Over the last several decades, major American corporations and their allies have marched forward a strategy to eliminate government regulation and democratic checks on corporate power. One critical piece of this strategy is capturing the levers of power in states to both remove state-level regulation and prohibit or curb local policymaking. (This latter tactic is often called “state preemption” and can also be used to help people; we call the harmful version “state interference.”) Because progressive organizing and power is concentrated at the local level, especially in major cities, and because nearly every state has the power to preempt, this corporate strategy of state interference makes tactical sense. In the wake of the Supreme Court’s ruling in Citizens United a decade ago, moreover, corporations have even greater ability to use their outsized financial advantage to shape politics and policy. We have come to understand this strategy both through the research of others into corporate and ideological associations like ALEC and the modern libertarian project and through our own careful tracking of corporate-serving state laws that deregulate whole industries and rob people of their ability to use the local democracy to rein in corporate-driven excess and harm.

Part of the diabolical success of this strategy lies with its phantom nature. It both harms people and robs them of political power while remaining opaque and difficult to understand. It compounds
the problem it causes by reinforcing the idea that people cannot remove the blocks on their power to change their circumstances. State preemption is a technical concept to begin with and not widely understood; it can make people feel like they need an army of lawyers to explain the fine print. Those who have followed most media coverage of the explosion of corporate-driven state preemption in the last decade will likely understand the problem in narrowly partisan terms, as a battle of “red states vs. blue cities.” This can make people feel like the only way they can raise the wage in their city or town is if the entire state legislature dramatically changes in party composition. But even if people did shift the partisan make-up of state legislatures, the evidence shows that corporations have won preemption in all sorts of political environments. Finally, even for those closely following their legislature, it is often corporate associations (groups of corporations coming together under a single name like “Chamber of Commerce” or “Apartment Association”) who do the dirty work, leading the efforts to lobby policymakers on behalf of a set of large corporations whose starring role in maintaining a punishing economic system remains hidden from the public.

The results are profoundly anti-democratic. Corporations set the rules at both the local and state level, and people who successfully organize in their communities to change things are blocked from realizing that change. Paired with gerrymandering, voter suppression and corporate actions to avoid complying with laws, such as forced arbitration or worker misclassification, corporate-driven state interference undermines people’s faith in the basic tools of democracy.

Our goal with this report is to unmask the corporate drivers of this political strategy and bring their tactics into the light so that everyday people can see them clearly and respond. This report spotlights the corporations and corporate leaders who drive this strategy forward, whether for economic gain or ideological reasons or both. It also tells the story of the devastating impact of these corporations’ collective action through corporate associations, which have aggressively pursued state and local limits on protections for workers and tenants while pursuing—at the height of the COVID pandemic—sweeping immunity for corporations from laws protecting the health of workers and consumers.

What We Studied

We focused our research in five states where communities harmed by corporate-driven state preemption are leading active, powerful campaigns to fight back. We also focused on the issues at the heart of these campaigns: minimum wage, earned sick time and rent control. These issues are of critical importance to communities everywhere, particularly women, people of color and LGBTQ individuals, and are also commonly the subject of preemption laws across the country.

We learned that, along with Uber and its gig-corporation allies, corporate associations and ALEC (which is itself a kind of corporate association) often take the lead in advancing or protecting harmful state preemption laws with policymakers. We therefore examined who really had power inside of these associations and would be a position to set priorities and move resources.

For each of our five states, we studied:

- The impacts of corporate-driven state preemption, particularly for women, people of color and LGBTQ individuals;
- Local communities that bear the brunt of those impacts but are fighting back and often winning local protections for workers and tenants;
- The role of corporate associations in blocking minimum wage, paid sick days and rent control;
- Which specific corporations hold leadership roles in these associations;
- How some of these corporations benefit from state preemption laws as employers or landlords and
- The relationship of some these corporations to ALEC.

In Colorado and Michigan, we examined the apartment associations driving rent control preemption and, given the similarities, decided to combine the two states into a single section of the report to help underscore how massive corporations drive policy across multiple states under the banner of state and local associations.

What We Learned

Our research confirms that large corporations and their overwhelmingly white, male leadership are driving forward a strategy to keep wages low and rents high by stripping away local democratic power.
The corporate associations we examined are active backers of preemption of local wage, benefit and housing measures, the harmful impact of which falls hardest on women, people of color and LGBTQ individuals. Even in the face of this, women, people of color, LGBTQ individuals and their allies continue to organize and win local protections for their communities.

- **Large national and statewide corporations are powerful players** in these associations, despite claims that the associations represent small businesses. National corporations like AT&T, Comcast and Greystar Real Estate made repeat appearances as key actors across the states. We also discovered companies that brand themselves as local and rooted in the community, when they are really large corporations that pay poverty wages.

- The corporate leaders advancing preemption seem to be operating from a mix of both ideological and business motives. They appear to generally want a deregulated environment for all business. But many also gain financially from wage and rent deregulation as large landlords and employers of large numbers of low-wage workers.

- **The corporate leaders holding power within these associations are overwhelmingly white men**, whereas a substantial share of the low-wage workers and rent-burdened tenants in their states are women and people of color. In some cases, the research revealed that a small number of wealthy, powerful white men shaped and implemented a sweeping deregulation strategy for their state.

- **Corporate actors drive an agenda that depresses wages and raises rents**, exacerbating the burden shouldered by women, people of color and LGBTQ individuals. Women, people of color and LGBTQ individuals are overrepresented among low-wage workers and those in poverty. They are also less likely to have employer-provided paid sick days and are concentrated in cities, where rents are higher. In cities like Philadelphia and Nashville, astounding numbers of women of color must devote the majority of their income to their rent.

- **ALEC and Uber continue to play an important role in supporting and advancing the preemption strategy.** Several of the corporations leading harmful state preemption efforts in the five states have relationships with ALEC, one of the architects of the strategy. Some have maintained those relationships despite more than 100 other major corporations leaving ALEC over its harmful tactics. Uber and its fellow gig corporations have, even as new corporate-driven state preemption has slowed secured breathtaking deregulation of their industry in most states and cities and in 2020 won passage of a California ballot measure that takes this scheme to unprecedented heights.

Our research also unveiled unique but equally disturbing patterns in each of the states.

- In Tennessee, huge corporate employers and huge corporate landlords are both at work ensuring that nothing stands in the way of high rents and low wages. Working through state and local Chambers of Commerce, corporations like Kroger, Publix and Dollar General have won and maintained a system with no state or local minimum wages or requirements to provide paid sick days, all while employing thousands of low wage workers and failing to provide paid sick days to huge portions of their workforce. Meanwhile, some of the nation’s largest landlords, like Lincoln Properties and Bell Partners, have worked through state and local apartment associations to prohibit any limitations on private rents or any requirement to include affordable units in new residential projects. In the midst of a statewide housing affordability crisis and pandemic, the results have been devastating for people across the state, but especially for Black and Latina women in high-demand real estate markets like Nashville.

- In Pennsylvania, large corporations, many of them household names like Giant, Eat’n Park, Hershey and Wawa, occupy important leadership roles
in the Pennsylvania Chamber of Business and Industry, which lobbies to maintain the state’s brutal combination of a $7.25 minimum wage and complete ban on local minimum wages. These same corporations themselves employ thousands of low-wage workers in the state. Their grip on state policy helps explain why over 70 percent of low-wage workers in Philadelphia cannot afford their rent.

- In Louisiana, a few rich, powerful white men, including Lane Grigsby and Art Favre, have helped maintain a ruthless set of economic rules through the Louisiana Association of Business and Industry (LABI). LABI, which has argued there should be no regulation of wages of any kind, has made this vision a reality in its state. LABI has helped hold in place the nation’s longest-lasting prohibition on local minimum wages, coupled with no state minimum wage. This scheme harms many: Black workers, who comprise more than half of the state’s minimum wage workers; women, who work under the worst gender pay gap in the U.S.; and LGBTQ individuals, 30 percent of whom live in poverty.

- In Colorado and Michigan, other of the nation’s largest landlords, including Greystar, BH Management and Edward Rose and Sons, have worked through state and local apartment associations to obtain and preserve prohibitions on local rent control. These landlords, along with other corporations in leadership of the apartment associations, own and manage tens of thousands of apartments in the two states. With neither state nor local ceilings on the rents they can charge, these landlords extract revenue in a system that takes a severe economic toll on Black and Latinx renters. Over half of Latinx renters in Colorado and nearly 60 percent of all renters in Detroit (who are overwhelmingly Black) are cost-burdened.

In the sections that follow, we pull the curtain back on the corporations that drive state preemption and gain from the extractive, structurally racist economic arrangements that their degregulatory agenda allows. We examine how much these corporations pay their workers and how many apartment units they own. We highlight their role as leaders of the associations shaping policy and preventing local communities from establishing protections for tenants and workers. We hope this information will put the many communities chafing under corporate-driven state interference across the country in a better position to know their adversaries and dislodge their grip on the levers of power in states. We hope it will help equity-focused policymakers to understand this corporate agenda, who is driving it and what it does to their communities. And we hope it will help those investing in efforts to challenge state preemption to appreciate the critical importance of organizing-based campaigns that center impacted communities and generate the kind of power needed to stop the corporate agenda.
A Short Primer on Corporate-Driven State Interference

In the early 2000s, coalitions of community, labor, immigrants’ rights and other organizations representing low-income communities of color and workers organized in major cities across the country to demand local protections against the harsh impacts of the economy. Cities had become the locus for massive influxes of private capital, facilitated and abetted by policymakers all too eager to “revitalize” communities suffering from disinvestment. But private capital’s version of revitalization came at a steep cost for communities of color: gentrification, soaring rents, displacement and an explosion of low-wage service sector jobs with negligible benefits. The emerging metropolitan coalitions sought to blunt these harms, winning local increases in minimum wages and benefits like paid sick days, collective bargaining and set asides of rent-controlled housing as part of otherwise market-rate real estate projects. Spurred by this community and worker organizing, cities used their powers to regulate abusive industries, adopting measures to ensure fair scheduling and equity in hiring and protect immigrants from discrimination.

America’s corporations responded, training their attention and massive resources on state-level policymaking, where they could more easily outgun communities that had organized locally.

Between 2010 and 2014, as the number of entities employing federal lobbyists declined 25 percent, that number increased by 10 percent for states. In 1997, not a single corporate entity had lobbyists in every state, but by 2014 as many as nine different corporations had established a 50-state lobbying presence. The American Legislative Exchange Council (ALEC) provided a critical piece of this shift, advancing on behalf of its corporate membership state policies that prohibited the kind of local regulation that communities were winning and continuing to demand. ALEC also refused to disclose its corporate members’ identities, allowing corporations to direct major changes in state and local policy while avoiding any public responsibility for doing so.

Between 2011 and 2017, ALEC’s corporate members and their allies in state and local corporate associations swept across the country, winning new prohibitions or limitations on local minimum wages, paid sick days and other forms of economic regulation. By 2018, 27 states prohibited local minimum wages and 28 states prohibited local rent control. In 2019, legislators in Florida, Texas, West Virginia and Pennsylvania introduced bills that would effectively bar cities and counties from regulating businesses at all.

As more people became aware of ALEC and the spread of the corporate-driven preemption strategy and its harms, the momentum slowed. Over 100 major corporations dropped their membership in ALEC. The meteoric pace of new corporate-driven state preemption laws flagged.

But not for all corporations. Between 2015 and 2017, as it barged into cities everywhere, Uber went on a tear in state legislatures. At the height of its campaign in 2016, Uber had 370 active lobbyists in 44 states, dwarfing some of the largest businesses in the country. When it was through, Uber had secured forms of industry deregulation in 43 states and preempted local regulation in 41. In 2020, Uber and its gig corporation allies spent over $200 million dollars to obtain passage of Proposition 22 in California. Proposition 22 both locked in industry deregulation at the state level, requiring a 7/8ths majority vote of the legislature for any amendment, and prohibited large swaths of local protections, including minimum wages and benefits, for app-based drivers and delivery workers.

The racial justice dimensions of this history could not be sharper. Women, people of color and LGBTQ individuals, who often led the local coalition campaigns to change conditions, have paid the highest price for this sweeping deregulation. Overrepresented among low-wage workers, those without paid sick leave and the rent-burdened and underrepresented in state legislatures, women, people of color and LGBTQ individuals saw their economic and political conditions worsen further as corporations flexed their power. In seven states, including Tennessee and Louisiana, that have major U.S. cities in which Black low-wage workers earned far less than their white counterparts, emerging and successful efforts to close that racial wage gap by raising the minimum wage were put down through state preemption laws. The legislatures taking this action were overwhelmingly white and male, just like the corporate executives leading the associations driving the state preemption strategy.
People in Tennessee envision a future in which everyone has a decent, safe, affordable place to live and a job that allows them to take care of themselves and their families. And they are fighting to make that vision a reality. In fact, organizations like Stand Up Nashville have won major victories at the local level. But some of the nation’s largest corporate employers and landlords have used their power in the state to ensure that rents can stay high and wages can stay low. The leaders of some of these corporations earn millions of dollars per year. Meanwhile, almost three-quarters of Latinx workers and 60 percent of Black workers earn less than $15/hour. Moreover, Tennessee has the highest percentage in the country of people who are unable to pay rent and at risk of eviction.

Major corporations that employ a significant low-wage workforce have worked through the Tennessee Chamber of Commerce and Industry and the Nashville Area Chamber of Commerce to enact and preserve laws that ensure there is no minimum wage higher than the federal minimum anywhere in the state. Some of these corporations also maintain ties to ALEC. And massive corporate landlords, working through state and local apartment associations, have ensured that cities cannot regulate rents in any way.

Tennessee’s Cruel Economic System and the Warriors Taking It On

Tennessee has gone to great lengths to enable its housing and labor markets to operate without regulation, even through a pandemic. Tennessee is one of just five states that do not have a state-level minimum wage requirement and thus workers must rely on the federal minimum wage of $7.25/hour. The state also does not guarantee paid sick days for workers. In 2013, the state adopted a law that prohibits localities from establishing their own minimum wage or paid sick leave policies. Similarly, despite having one of the nation’s hottest housing markets, Tennessee also bans local inclusionary zoning and rent control measures.

This combination of policy choices, which keeps wages low and workers without access to sick leave while allowing rents to soar, has had disastrous consequences for women and people of color in the state. Almost three-quarters of Latinx workers (71 percent) and well over half of Black workers (60 percent) in Tennessee make less than $15/hour. Black and Latina women face a persistent wage gap, reflected in high poverty rates for female-headed households, which represent 57 percent of the households in poverty in Nashville. Latina and Native American women workers earn just 53 cents and 63 cents, respectively, for every dollar earned by white men.

Concentrations of Tennessee low-wage workers by race/ethnicity

Failing to ensure access to paid sick days is especially detrimental for women in Tennessee, who are disproportionately represented among all the groups of workers whose employers do not provide them with that benefit.\textsuperscript{16}

Tennessee’s preemption of both local workers’ rights and affordable housing measures is especially harmful in increasingly high-cost cities like Nashville. The average rent for a two-bedroom apartment in Nashville is over 20 percent higher than the average statewide rent for the same apartment.\textsuperscript{17} However, Tennessee’s ban on local inclusionary zoning and rent control means that Nashville’s growth comes at the expense of low-income residents. Though inclusionary zoning is one of the primary ways that cities produce affordable units and generate funds for affordable housing construction,\textsuperscript{18} state preemption means that none of the 14,000 housing units built in the past five years have resulted in new affordable housing. In fact, Nashville has lost more than 20 percent of its affordable housing stock since 2000.\textsuperscript{19}

All of this leads to outsized risk of eviction. Fifty-eight percent of renters in Tennessee are unable to pay rent and at risk for eviction, more than in any other state.\textsuperscript{20} Black households, already overrepresented among low-wage workers, are also overrepresented among renters, with only 42 percent of Black households in Nashville\textsuperscript{21} and 39 percent of Black households in Chattanooga owning their homes.\textsuperscript{22} Across the state, and particularly in Nashville, significantly greater percentages of Black, Hispanic and Asian American households are rent-burdened than are their white counterparts.\textsuperscript{23}

State interference has been a key component of the “long Southern strategy”\textsuperscript{24} in Tennessee. Corporate lobbyists, with the help of predominantly white male legislators, have pushed an array of restrictive laws\textsuperscript{25} to undermine local democracy and curb the ability of localities to pass policies that support healthy, safe, and economically vital communities for all residents.

Since its inception, \textbf{STAND UP NASHVILLE (SUN)} has been part of the fight back against state interference. The organization originated partially in response to the state legislature overturning a local hire referendum that Nashville voters passed in 2016 with 57 percent support, and which would have given Nashville’s poorest residents a pathway out of poverty. LiUNA, Nashville Organized for Action and Hope, and the Central Labor Council of Nashville and Middle Tennessee helped lead this effort and became founding members of Stand Up Nashville. A few years later, Nashville’s community-led inclusionary zoning ordinance met the same fate, taking away a tool to address the growing housing crisis.

But this didn’t stop the organization, which went on to win passage of critical local policies, including:

- In 2017, SUN led the successful “Do Better” campaign to pass legislation to bring transparency and accountability to corporate incentives. Now applicants for subsidies must provide

“\textit{At any given moment, someone at your favorite restaurant is working sick. I’ve gone to work sick many times because we aren’t guaranteed paid sick days, and going to the doctor means a day of lost wages. Even if I am sick enough to call out of work, many restaurants require a doctor’s note. Since we aren’t provided with healthcare either, the cost of going to a doctor is usually enough to prevent anyone from calling in sick. It doesn’t have to be like that. Nashville has tried to pass laws to raise the minimum wage and provide sick leave to workers, but these were stopped by Tennessee’s state “preemption” laws. As long as those laws are in place, there will always be someone at your favorite restaurant working sick.”—HAYDEN SMITH, NASHVILLE RESTAURANT WORKER}
vital information on jobs, benefits, workforce development, and safety and wage violations prior to voting on incentives.

- In 2018, SUN organized the community to win $75 million worth of community benefits on the Major League Soccer stadium development in Nashville from some of the biggest corporate interests in the city. The historic Community Benefits Agreement secured in a private agreement many of the standards banned from local law by the state, including affordable housing for families, a $15.50 minimum wage, local hire, sliding-scale child care and responsible contracting.

Stand Up Nashville and its member organizations continue to pursue creative solutions at the local level. For example, they are leading the “Get It Right” campaign to raise workplace standards and community voice on procurement by the City-County government.

SUN is also building out a statewide coalition called We Decide TN to challenge restrictive laws pushed by corporate interests that left many communities unprepared when the pandemic hit. According to SUN, these laws left community organizations, labor unions, and faith leaders across Tennessee no choice but to come together to demand that the governor use his emergency powers to immediately restore key local decision making powers. We Decide TN has organized over 30 local elected officials to join the coalition and is building relationships with rural and suburban groups in key districts across the state.

We Decide TN released an Open Letter to state leaders to give local governments the flexibility to properly address the public health and economic emergencies their communities were facing. Twenty seven organizations from across the state representing over 100,000 Tennesseans signed it.

SUN describes the campaign this way:

State interference is designed to target Black, Brown, immigrant, LGBTQ+, and working-class communities in cities but ends up hurting white rural and suburban communities just as much. The data shows that lack of housing affordability, meaningful pathways out of poverty and unemployment, broadband access and paid sick leave impacts the majority of communities across the state.

By joining together across geographies and identities on these key issues, We Decide TN is forging the path to change the narrative around state interference and working to create a Tennessee where state and local governments are not in conflict but work together to build communities that support our unique needs and values.

“People in my city are facing evictions, my family was almost kicked out as the courts opened in Bedford County, and we were out of work due to COVID twice. My city or county should have been able to slow down eviction cases and have more say in how the CARES act money was distributed to rural areas for rent relief and to pay landlords for those that could not due to COVID, but can’t because of state interference.”—CARA GRIMES, SHELBYVILLE RENTER
The Corporate Employers and Landlords Keeping Wages Low and Rents High

Large corporate employers and landlords, working through associations, have played key roles in the adoption and maintenance of the harmful deregulation of rents, wages and benefits. Their direct financial interest in doing so is clear. The large corporations in leadership positions in those associations include major low-wage employers leaving hundreds of thousands of workers without paid sick days and some of the country’s largest landlords.

In 2013, the Tennessee Chamber of Commerce and Industry\(^26\) (Tennessee Chamber) and the Nashville Area Chamber of Commerce\(^27\) (Nashville Chamber) accomplished their goal of winning a state law that preempted local municipalities from setting their own minimum wage or paid sick leave policies. The Tennessee Chamber, Nashville Chamber, the Tennessee Retail Association and the Tennessee Grocers Association have opposed efforts to raise the minimum wage in the state.\(^28\)

The leadership of these associations includes massive corporations that employ a significant low-wage workforce. Some of the largest of these, Publix, Kroger and Dollar General, also fail to provide paid sick days for huge portions of their workforce. They thus stand to benefit financially from state preemption of local minimum wage and paid sick days measures.

- **Publix Super Markets** has representatives serving as the chairperson of the Board of Directors of the Tennessee Retail Association\(^29\) and on the Board of Directors of the Tennessee Grocers Association.\(^30\) Cashiers and clerks at Publix are paid $9-$12/hour.\(^31\)
- A **Kroger** executive is the chairperson of the Tennessee Grocers Association Board of Directors.\(^32\) Cashiers and clerks at Kroger are paid $8-$9/hour.\(^33\)
- A **Dollar General** representative is on the Tennessee Retail Association Board of Directors.\(^34\) Sales associates and cashiers at Dollar General are paid $8-$9/hour.\(^35\)

Last spring, the *New York Times* calculated the number of workers without paid sick leave at retail chains and large restaurants.\(^36\) Based on these figures, the three companies above have almost 400,000 workers without paid sick leave—about half of their total workforces.
Asurion is a Nashville-based company that provides insurance for cell phones and other consumer electronics. The Asurion Chief Operating Officer sits on the board of directors of the Nashville Area Chamber of Commerce. Asurion is a “Gold Level Investor,” which means it gives above $25,000 annually to the Nashville chamber. Asurion is also a “Cornerstone Member” of the Tennessee Chamber of Commerce, which is a designation for companies that “invest at exceptional levels” in the chamber. Asurion pays customer service representatives $11-$12/hour.

Genesco is a Nashville-based company that sells footwear and sports apparel. The Genesco CEO was on the 2019-2020 board of directors of the Nashville Area Chamber of Commerce. Genesco is a “Gold Level Investor,” which means it gives above $25,000 annually to the Nashville chamber. Genesco’s sales associates and customer service representatives are paid $8-$12/hour.

There are five health care facilities that are “Platinum Investors”—the highest donor level, giving over $50,000 a year to the Nashville Area Chamber of Commerce. Three of these companies also have executives on the Nashville Chamber’s board of directors, and four of them are also “Cornerstone Members” of the Tennessee Chamber of Commerce, which is a designation for companies that “invest at exceptional levels” in the chamber. Nursing aides, assistants and orderlies in Tennessee are paid an average of $12-$13 and hour, according to the Bureau of Labor Statistics.

The Deputy CEO of the Vanderbilt University Medical Center is on the Nashville Chamber board, and the company is a Platinum Level investor. VUMC is also a Cornerstone Member of the state chamber.

The retired CEO of HCA Healthcare is past chairperson of the Nashville Chamber board, and HCA’s current CFO is also on the board. HCA is a Platinum Level investor in the Nashville chamber and is a Cornerstone Member of the state chamber.

The CEO of Ascension St. Thomas is on the Nashville Chamber’s board, and the company is a Platinum Level investor.

Community Health Systems is a Platinum Level investor in the Nashville Chamber and a Cornerstone Member of the state chamber.

LifePoint Health is a Platinum Level investor in the Nashville Chamber. The President and CEO is on the Nashville Chamber board.
In the area of housing, the Tennessee Apartment Association (TNAA) and the Greater Nashville Apartment Association (GNAA) have been the main opponents of the Nashville inclusionary zoning ordinance and the main supporters of the state inclusionary zoning and rent control preemption law. The TNAA includes the Apartment Association of Greater Knoxville (AAGK), the Apartment Association of Greater Memphis (AAGM) and the Chattanooga Apartment Association (CAA), in addition to the GNAA.

There are five large corporations that have representatives on the TAA, GNAA, AAGM, AAGK and CAA boards of directors. These five corporations are massive landlords in Tennessee. Together they own 85 properties and over 18,000 units in the state. Lincoln Property is the second largest apartment manager and 18th largest apartment owner in the nation. Representatives of Bell Partners, another of the largest apartment managers in the country, serve as the chair of the GNAA board and as a vice-president of TNAA.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Company</th>
<th>Representatives on Apartment Association Boards</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Lincoln Property</td>
<td>Dale Smith, GNAA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nashville/Clarksville</td>
<td>Memph  sKnoxville Chattanooga U.S. Totals</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Properties: 22</td>
<td>Properties: 1 Units: 118</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Units: 4,600</td>
<td>Properties: - Units: -</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Properties: 1 Units: 308</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2nd largest apartment manager in U.S. with 173,000 units&lt;sup&gt;55&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>18th largest owner with 54k units&lt;sup&gt;56&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bell Partners</td>
<td>Stacey Holt, GNAA Chair; Cara Mefford, TNAA VP</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nashville/Clarksville</td>
<td>Memph  sKnoxville Chattanooga U.S. Totals</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Properties: -</td>
<td>Properties: - Units: -</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Units: -</td>
<td>Properties: 1 Units: 404</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Properties: 1 Units: 190</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>31&lt;sup&gt;st&lt;/sup&gt; largest apartment manager in U.S. with 47,000 units</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fogelman Properties</td>
<td>Tammy Yeargan, TNAA Pres Elect; Amanda Hall, TNAA; Linda Page, TNAA; Mark Fogelman, AAGM; Kim Young, AAGM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nashville/Clarksville</td>
<td>Memph  sKnoxville Chattanooga U.S. Totals</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Properties: 2</td>
<td>Properties: 7 Units: 1,623</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Units: 746</td>
<td>Properties: - Units: -</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Properties: 2 Units: 568</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Manages 88 complexes with 28,000 units&lt;sup&gt;57&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Freeman Webb</td>
<td>Zac Ward, GNAA Past Pres; Sully Lemons, GNAA; Dee Wilson, GNAA; Deanna Hill, AAGK; Mary Margaret, CAA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nashville/Clarksville</td>
<td>Memph  sKnoxville Chattanooga U.S. Totals</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Properties: 15</td>
<td>Properties: - Units: -</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Units: 2,786</td>
<td>Properties: 2 Units: 405</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Properties: - Units: -</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Owns or manages over 15,000 units. Largest apartment owner/manager in Nashville.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Brookside Properties</td>
<td>Brigitte Byron, GNAA; Melissa Jones, AAGK Sec</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nashville/Clarksville</td>
<td>Memph  sKnoxville Chattanooga U.S. Totals</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Properties: 11</td>
<td>Properties: 1 Units: 236</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Units: 2,020</td>
<td>Properties: 12 Units: 2,875</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Properties: 7 Units: 1,186</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Manages over 15,000 units&lt;sup&gt;58&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TOTAL</td>
<td>Properties: 50 Units: 10,152</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Properties: 9 Units: 1,977</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Properties: 15 Units: 3,684</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Properties: 11 Units: 2,252</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Most troubling of all is what these corporations have done with their size and power. Not only have these massive corporate landlords successfully lobbied, through their associations, to prohibit localities from controlling rents or increasing production of affordable housing through inclusionary zoning, at least one has evicted people from their homes during a pandemic. Despite a federal eviction moratorium and a dramatic increase in new COVID-19 cases nationwide, large corporate landlords, including Bell Partners, collectively filed almost 20,000 eviction actions in Tennessee and four other states between September 1, 2020 and November 20, 2020.59

The Heavy Hand of ALEC

Corporate drivers of preemption in Tennessee remain closely aligned with ALEC, even as other corporations have left the organization. Several of the companies that sit on the Tennessee Chamber of Commerce board of directors have been heavily involved with ALEC.

- An AT&T representative sat on the Tennessee Chamber’s executive committee and was the chair of the chamber’s Public Affairs Committee in 2019.60 AT&T is also a Cornerstone Member of the Tennessee Chamber.61 AT&T had a seat on ALEC’s Private Enterprise Advisory Council and was a regular “Chairman” level sponsor of ALEC annual conferences.62 AT&T didn’t end its membership in ALEC until 2018, by which time more than 100 other corporations had already left ALEC over the previous six years.63

- FedEx’s Vice-President for Government Affairs was on the Tennessee Chamber’s board in 2019,64 and the company is also a Cornerstone Member of the Chamber.65 FedEx has served on ALEC task forces and sponsored ALEC conferences.66 FedEx is still a member of ALEC and attended ALEC’s 2019 annual meeting.67

- A State Farm vice-president was on the Tennessee Chamber’s board in 2019,68 and State Farm is a Cornerstone member of the Chamber.69 The General Counsel for State Farm sits on ALEC’s Private Enterprise Advisory Council.70

- Pfizer’s government relations southeast director is on the Tennessee Chamber’s board,71 and the company is a Cornerstone member of the

Despite a federal eviction moratorium and a dramatic increase in new COVID-19 cases nationwide, large corporate landlords, including Bell Partners, collectively filed almost 20,000 eviction actions in Tennessee and four other states between September 1, 2020 and November 20, 2020.72 Pfizer’s Vice-President for government relations is on ALEC’s Private Enterprise Advisory Council.73

These corporations’ participation in ALEC likely furthers their proximity to the legislators championing their cause. Tennessee State Senator Brian Kelsey, who sponsored the 2013 bill that preempted local municipalities setting their own minimum wage or paid sick leave policies (SB35), is the State Chair for ALEC and serves on ALEC’s board of directors.74
In Focus: AT&T and Comcast

AT&T and Comcast have leadership roles in the corporate associations driving wage preemption in Pennsylvania, Louisiana and Tennessee, close ties to ALEC and significant numbers of lobbyists in all three states.

- AT&T’s Pennsylvania president and Comcast’s Vice President of Government Affairs have served on the board of the Pennsylvania Chamber of Business and Industry. Comcast and AT&T are both “investor members” in the PA Chamber and both sponsored the Chamber’s recent “Bringing PA Back” event.

- AT&T’s Southeast States President is on the executive committee of the Louisiana Association of Business and Industry (LABI) and chaired the board of directors in 2019.

- AT&T Tennessee’s Director of External Affairs was on the Executive Committee of the Tennessee Chamber of Commerce and Industry and chaired the public affairs committee in 2019. Comcast’s Vice-President of Government and Regulatory Affairs is on the chamber’s board of directors. Comcast and AT&T are both Tennessee Chamber Cornerstone Members, which “invest at exceptional levels” in the chamber. AT&T sponsored the chamber’s recent Public Affairs conference.

- Both AT&T and Comcast were long-time members of ALEC and did not end their membership until 2018, by which time more than 100 other corporations had already left ALEC over the previous six years. AT&T had a seat on ALEC’s Private Enterprise Advisory Council and was a regular high-level sponsor of ALEC meetings. Comcast received ALEC’s State Chair of the Year Award and served on the Communications and Technology Task Force and the Tax and Fiscal Policy Task Force.

- Both AT&T and Comcast employ significant numbers of registered lobbyists in all three states:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>State</th>
<th>AT&amp;T Lobbyists</th>
<th>Comcast Lobbyists</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Pennsylvania</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Louisiana</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tennessee</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>16</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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Pennsylvania:

Household Name Corporations Holding Down Wages at Unlivable Levels

Most Pennsylvanians believe all workers need a wage that allows them not only to make ends meet where they live but allows them to prepare for unexpected or emergency expenses. The COVID-19 pandemic revealed even more clearly how precarious many people’s financial stability is and how shallow the safety net is. Despite that reality, Pennsylvania maintains a minimum wage of $7.25 and blocks municipalities from going any higher. These wage rules benefit major corporations like Giant, Eat’n Park, Save-A-Lot and Wawa, which employ thousands of low-wage workers in the state. But they exact a severe toll, especially on workers of color and LGBTQ individuals living in Pennsylvania’s cities.

Those workers, who have organized and won incredible victories for all workers, still face an impossible task of making ends meet, with shocking numbers in deep poverty and overwhelming percentages paying over half of their income for housing. Yet these major corporations, through their leadership of the Pennsylvania Chamber of Business and Industry (the “PA Chamber”) and the Chamber of Commerce of Greater Philadelphia, continue to try to hold the wage rules in place, even as local leaders, workers and small businesses demand local minimum wage raises. Several of the corporations in the PA Chamber’s leadership have also continued to have ties with ALEC long after other corporations have disassociated themselves from the organization.

Pennsylvania’s Unjust Wage System and the Local Heroes Taking It On

Pennsylvania has the lowest minimum wage level legally allowed, at $7.25/hour. That is the lowest level in the Northeast and lower than that of all of the surrounding states. Through preemption, Pennsylvania also prohibits its cities and counties from establishing their own minimum wage. Employers in the state could enjoy no greater degree of wage deregulation; abolishing the state minimum wage tomorrow would have zero impact because the state’s minimum is the same as the federal minimum.

The people of the state bear the burdens of this system. This is particularly so for those in its cities, where the cost of living is higher. There, community leaders report, working people face grinding poverty, sleeping in their cars, skipping meals and medicine, and holding on by a thread. Philadelphia is a case in point. One quarter of all households in Philadelphia live below the federal poverty line, making it the poorest big city in the U.S. According to a recent report by the Pew Charitable Trusts, among the nation’s 10 most populous cities, none has a higher proportion of cost-burdened households with low incomes than Philadelphia, even though the city has lower housing costs than its peers. Among workers most affected by the low minimum wage (those with incomes below $30,000 per year), nearly 70 percent are spending more than half of their income on housing.

This system does grave and disproportionate harm to Black and Latinx workers, who are concentrated in cities. (Black and Latinx individuals make up more than half (56 percent) of the population of Philadelphia.) More than one in four Black workers in Pennsylvania (27.6 percent) are paid at or near minimum wage. In contrast, just one in seven white workers in Pennsylvania are paid at or near minimum wage. This system also harms Asian American workers, who are concentrated in employment sectors that are both low-wage and in which workers are required to report to work during the pandemic; four of the top eight sectors for Asian American workers in Pennsylvania fall into this category. And LGBTQ individuals in Pennsylvania...
have a poverty rate of 17.6 percent, compared with 12 percent for cisgender straight people.91

Seen in this light Pennsylvania’s law prohibiting local minimum wage increases not only operates to keep thousands of low-wage workers of color in poverty, but also to prevent those workers from changing the system of racial and economic hierarchy in their home communities. But Pennsylvania’s workers have not let these laws stop them from organizing for higher wages. Through grassroots groups and unions, they have succeeded in:

- Enacting an ordinance in 2018 that sets annual increases in the minimum wage paid to all employees who work for the city of Philadelphia or for a company with which the city contracts, with the minimum wage reaching $15/hour by 2022;92 and
- Getting 82 percent of Philadelphia voters to approve a ballot measure urging the city to lobby state lawmakers—or act on its ow—to establish a $15/hour minimum wage.93

Organizing through grassroots groups and unions like POWER, Pittsburgh United, SEIU and UNITE-HERE, low-wage workers have overcome powerful corporate interests in winning a number of other policies that improve their conditions, including:

- A Fair Workweek scheduling law that requires large retail, fast-food and hotel companies in Philadelphia to give workers two weeks’ advance notice of their schedules and to offer available shifts to existing part-time employees before hiring new ones;94 and
- Laws in Philadelphia and Pittsburgh that provide up to 40 hours of paid leave a year that can be used for the worker’s own health needs, to care for a family member or for leave due to domestic abuse or sexual assault.95

That organizing continues as leaders in cities across Pennsylvania clammer to break the state’s poverty-level minimum wage ceiling. POWER, Pittsburgh UNITED and their allies across the state are leading the Wage Local campaign to repeal minimum wage preemption. They are right to do so: even a modest increase in the statewide minimum wage to $10.10 would raise wages for over one million workers by adding over $1.5 billion in new income in their pockets.96 Small surprise, then, that in 2020, the bill Wage Local supported to repeal minimum wage preemption had over 50 cosponsors in Pennsylvania’s House of Representatives.

The Corporate Forces Stifling Local Wage Raises

Any discussion of the drivers of minimum wage preemption in Pennsylvania must begin with the Pennsylvania Chamber of Business and Industry (the “PA Chamber”) and the Chamber of Commerce of Greater Philadelphia (the “Philly Chamber”). The PA Chamber boasts that it “is a leading voice against government mandated minimum wage increases.”97 It has been a major supporter of the state’s preemption of local municipalities setting their own minimum wage policies.98 The Philly Chamber has also tried unsuccessfully to gain passage of state legislation preventing local municipalities from passing their own local worker protection measures, such as the fair workweek scheduling and paid sick leave laws noted above.99 The PA Chamber and the Philly Chamber have opposed efforts to establish a $15 minimum wage in Philadelphia.100

But who are these organizations and why are they working so hard to block local wage increases? First, they are

“If you can’t be in business the right way by paying people, then you shouldn’t be in business! If you don’t want to build a business the right way, then you are making slaves out of your employees. Why not pay these people doing essential work?!” —FRANCES UPSHAW, POWER ECONOMIC DIGNITY TEAM LEADER

Photo: Sam Lackey, 2017
principal organizations led by the executives of large corporations. Although the PA Chamber presents itself as the “Statewide Voice of Business,” and claims its membership runs “from main street retailers to leaders of industry,” small businesses are difficult to find on its board of directors. Of the 60 board members from companies with 2019 public financial reports, none of those companies have annual revenue of less than $20 million. Almost half (27) of those companies have annual revenues of over $1 billion. The leadership of the PA Chamber and Philly Chamber includes household name corporations like Giant, Eat’n Park, Hershey, Wawa and others that Pennsylvanians know well and may indeed patronize as “local” businesses, despite their size. For example, Giant’s Google search ad describes the corporation as “[y]our hometown grocer since 1923.”

Second, the leadership of the PA and Philly Chambers includes executives of major corporations and institutions that employ or contract for significant numbers of low wage workers and thus may benefit financially from Pennsylvania’s inhumane wage laws.

- **Giant Foods** President Nicholas Bertram has been on the PA Chamber’s board of directors for six years and is currently the Chair. He has been a “Diamond Level” contributor to the Chamber’s PAC—the highest donor level. Giant Foods pays its baggers $8-$9/hour, its cashiers $9-$10/hour and its clerks $10-$11/hour.

- **Eat’n Park Hospitality Groups** CFO Daniel Wilson has been on the PA Chamber’s board of directors for over ten years. Eat’n Park pays its greeters and dishwashers $8/hour, its cooks and bakers $10-$11/hour and its waiters and waitresses (tipped employees to whom the $7.25 minimum wage does not apply) $3-$4/hour.

- **Christy Spa from the Save-A-Lot supermarket chain** has been on the PA Chamber’s board of directors for over 10 years. Save-A-Lot pays its cashiers and clerks $9/hour.

- **Hershey Entertainment and Resorts** CEO John Lawn is on the PA Chamber’s board of directors. Hershey pays ride operators and other workers $8-$11/hour.

- **Allied Universal Security** Vice-President of Business Development Jim Smolarski is on the board of the PA Chamber. Allied pays its security officers $12.45/hour.

“I’m proud to say that my coworkers and I at the Philadelphia International Airport fought to raise the wage and we are on the path to making $15/hour. Ending poverty is not just about creating new jobs but improving the jobs that we already have. Here in Philadelphia we have jobs. Many of us work two or three jobs and still live in poverty. Some employers say that they can’t afford to pay more. They call $9/hour a ‘competitive wage.’ I call it a disgrace. Harrisburg must raise the minimum wage for all Pennsylvanians. And if that’s not something they are willing to do, then they need to rescind the racist preemption law and let Philadelphia raise its own minimum wage. At the airport we’ve already shown what is possible. We won’t stop fighting until every worker is paid what they deserve.”—CHARLES PATTON, EXECUTIVE BOARD MEMBER OF UNITE HERE LOCAL 274
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• **Five Below** CEO Joel Anderson is on the Philly Chamber’s board of directors.\textsuperscript{111} Five Below pays sales associates and cashiers $8-$9/hour.\textsuperscript{112}

• **Aramark** Chief Growth Officer Keith Bethel served in 2019 and 2020 on the board of the Philly Chamber.\textsuperscript{113} Aramark pays food service workers and cashiers $9-$10/hour.\textsuperscript{114}

• **Wawa** Government Relations director Richard D Wood III is on the board of directors of the Philly Chamber.\textsuperscript{115} Wawa pays customer service associates $11/hour.\textsuperscript{116}

• **Drexel University, Community College of Philadelphia, Temple University, and University of Pennsylvania** all have representatives on the Philly Chamber board. These educational institutions all contract with Allied Universal, which pays its officers $12.45/hour for their security.

There is thus a clear link between the financial interests of major corporations and institutions represented among the PA and Philly Chambers’ directors and the advocacy of those organizations in support of minimum wage preemption. However, it is much less clear whether these corporations have collectively or individually grappled with the devastating impact of the Chambers’ policy advocacy on low-wage workers and workers of color. And it remains an open question as to whether, if more small businesses held leadership roles in these organizations, the Chambers would maintain their stance on wage preemption, given the number of Pennsylvania small businesses supporting local minimum wage increases.

### The Heavy Hand of ALEC

ALEC has been one of the key architects and drivers of state preemption of local protections for workers, including minimum wages, for over a decade. Because of the harm done by ALEC’s policy advocacy, including its support for “stand your ground” laws and climate change denialism, over 100 companies have cut their ties with the organization since 2011.\textsuperscript{117} However, the PA Chamber maintains relationships with ALEC through its leadership. Several of the corporations represented on the PA Chamber’s board continue to participate in ALEC activities or only recently withdrew their membership. **Glaxo Smith Kline**’s Senior Director for State Government Affairs James Campolongo is on the PA Chamber’s board and Glaxo Smith Kline attended ALEC’s 2019 annual meeting.\textsuperscript{118} **Merck** executive Steve Mongiardo has a seat on the PA Chamber’s board of directors; Merck attended ALEC’s 2019 annual meeting.\textsuperscript{119} **UPS**’s PAC director Trayce Parker is on the PA Chamber’s board. UPS attended the 2019 ALEC annual meeting. **AT&T and Comcast** did not end their memberships in ALEC until 2018, by which time more than 100 other corporations had already left ALEC over the previous six years.\textsuperscript{120} The president of AT&T Pennsylvania David Kerr is on the PA Chamber’s board. AT&T had a seat on ALEC’s Private Enterprise Advisory Council and was a regular “Chairman” level sponsor of ALEC’s annual conferences.\textsuperscript{121} Comcast’s vice-president of government affairs James D’Innocenzo is on the PA Chamber’s board. Comcast received ALEC’s State Chair of the Year Award and served on the Communications and Technology Task Force and the Tax and Fiscal Policy Task Force.\textsuperscript{122}

The PA Chamber’s ongoing connection to ALEC calls into question whether the Chamber’s advocacy of minimum wage preemption is driven by the actual interests and perspectives of businesses across the state or instead by that of major corporations and national political advocacy groups like ALEC.
**A Few Rich White Men Helping Maintain a Colonial Economy**

Louisiana has the ignominious distinction of having the longest-lasting deregulation of wages in the country. The state has no minimum wage and prohibits all local minimum wages. This deregulation enables some of the nation’s worst economic conditions for Black, women and LGBTQ workers, with Black workers occupying over half of all minimum wage jobs and women workers laboring under the country’s worst gender pay gap. But across demographic differences, a majority of Louisiana residents believe that everyone should earn a fair return on their work, and low-wage workers have taken the lead and organized relentlessly for a dignified wage. The people of the state overwhelmingly support a new system: more than 80 percent of Louisianaans now back raising the minimum wage. But the rich white men who are part of the leadership of the Louisiana Association of Business and Industry (LABI) have used their resources to help block any change. Their agenda appears to be total deregulation: LABI has argued forcefully against any government role in the relationship between workers and employers. LABI shares this ideology with ALEC and the two organizations maintain close ties.

**Louisiana’s Deregulated Wage System and the People Fighting Back**

Louisiana offers the ultimate example of wage deregulation. Louisiana is one of just five states that does not have a state-level minimum wage. It was also the first state in the nation to prohibit its cities from establishing a local minimum wage above the federal minimum. Louisiana has also prohibited cities and counties from requiring contractors to pay their workers a prevailing wage for public construction projects, and, in 2012, Louisiana passed a broad law that preempted both local paid leave and minimum wage laws. As a consequence of this sweeping deregulation, workers must rely on the federal minimum wage law, now requiring $7.25/hour, for any floor on their compensation. Unfortunately, Louisiana has the highest percentage of workers earning at or below the minimum wage in the nation.

This regime plainly harms workers of color and women most severely. Sixty percent of women of color working in the state (including Black, Latina, Asian or Pacific Islander and Native American women) earn less that $15/hour, compared to just 24 percent of their white male counterparts. LGBTQ individuals in Louisiana, 30 percent of whom live in poverty, also pay a steep price.

Low-wage workers in Louisiana have been organizing to overturn this system and raise wages through grassroots groups and unions, like SEIU, UNITE HERE and the New Orleans Worker Center for Racial Justice. Their efforts have paid off: four in five Louisiana residents (81 percent) support raising the minimum wage, including 72 percent of Republicans polled, and well over half of Louisiana residents support raising the minimum wage to $15/hour. They have also carved out successes within the parameters of the state preemption law. For instance, they succeeded in:

- Raising the minimum wage for New Orleans city employees to $10.10 in 2015; and
- Securing passage of a living wage ordinance in 2016 that requires city contractors and companies that receive tax incentives from the city to pay their employees a minimum wage of $10.55/hour.
STEP UP LOUISIANA, through the Unleash Local coalition, is continuing to fight to repeal the state ban on local minimum wage and enable people to take back control of their local economies.

The Forces Fighting for a Deregulated Economy

The Louisiana Association of Business and Industry (LABI), the state’s most powerful business lobby, has been one of the major opponents of raising the state’s minimum wage and one of the main supporters of the state law that prevents cities from setting their own minimum wage.

LABI exercises an inordinate amount of power in Louisiana law-making. “As somebody who was in the legislature for 16 years as both a senator and a representative, I think big business owns the legislature and owns many officials,” said Troy Hebert, a Republican who supported Donald Trump.

“The little man is either dead or on life support in the legislature,” he said. “I can’t tell you how many times I approached legislators with a bill I thought was a good idea to help the little guy and they said, “... This is a really good bill but the problem is LABI is against it and if I vote for it, they’re going to ding me on their report card and I’m not gonna get money.”

LABI issues an annual Legislative Scorecard that tracks whether legislators voted for or against LABI’s priorities. In 2020, nearly 70 percent of all Louisiana legislators were recognized as “Session Champions” for scoring above 80 percent on bills LABI identified as important. Almost 50 percent of the entire legislature were named as “Most Valuable Policymakers” (MVPs) for scoring a perfect 100 percent on bills important to LABI.

Some of the wealthiest and most powerful individuals in Louisiana make up the leadership of LABI. Two of the biggest donors to the LABI PAC are Lane Grigsby and Art Favre.

- **Lane Grigsby** is the Chairman Emeritus of the LABI Board of Directors. He sits on the organization’s executive committee and chairs LABI’s Education and Workforce Development Council. He has “outsized influence” within LABI. Grigsby has given millions of dollars to conservative candidates and PACs.

- **Art Favre** is a past chairman of LABI and current executive committee member. Favre is the founder and president of Performance Contractors, the fourth largest private company in the state, with over $1.2 billion in annual revenue and 8,000 employees across the U.S.

In addition to Lane Grigsby and Art Favre, LABI’s Executive Committee also includes executives from AT&T, Dow Chemical, Exxon Mobil and Koch Companies. Why are these individuals working to maintain wage deregulation against overwhelming public opinion and the interest of so many Louisianans? Unlike in other states, few of these corporations driving public policy employ a significant low-wage workforce, and thus do not appear to have an immediate financial interest in maintaining state wage preemption. Instead, the available evidence suggests their interest is both ideological and economic; they appear to be interested in generally removing all government intervention in the economy.
In 2019, LABI played a key role in defeating a bill that would have revoked the state preemption of minimum wages and would have allowed municipalities in Louisiana to set their own minimum wage or establish paid leave requirements (HB 422). LABI’s Vice President of Government Relations described the organization’s rationale in far broader terms than those normally used in debates over wage preemption: “We do not think government interference in the market to determine wage levels is appropriate.”

Lawmakers aligning with LABI carried a similar tune. State Rep. Dodie Horton, a member of the House Labor Committee and a LABI ‘Most Valuable Policymaker” (MVP), said, “Instead of becoming Nazi Germany or socialist Venezuela, we allow companies the freedom… to pay what they choose.”

The main legislator who led the fight to defeat the bill was State Rep. Blake Miguez. “I care about the working class of this state, which is why I blocked giving parishes the power to adjust their own wages,” Miguez said. “I believe if you let capitalism work, it’ll breed hunger inside of people’s stomachs to go out there and do it better for themselves.”

Similar evidence of a bold ideological motive can be found in LABI’s successful effort in 2017 to defeat a bill (SB 153) to establish a state minimum wage of $8.00/hour in 2018 and $8.50/hour in 2019. LABI’s Vice-President of Government Relations, Jim Patterson, said at the time that LABI believes “in a marketplace that dictates the wages” based on employees’ skills, and that raising the minimum wage would make it artificially higher than the value of the workers. Patterson falsely alleged that wages needed no regulation because minimum wage earners were teenagers and single individuals, both of whom would quickly earn more without government intervention.

Those individuals who are young and low-skilled depend upon that minimum wage as an entry level or starting wage, a training wage, if you will. It’s the first rung on the ladder of employment. It gives them an opportunity to both show what they can do and to learn. Generally speaking, individuals do not remain at this level for very long because they do advance by virtue of the improvement in their experience and their skill.

This statement, while seemingly revealing with regard to LABI’s worldview, was also plainly inaccurate. The Louisiana Budget Project’s research shows that at the time Patterson made this statement, 59 percent of Louisianans who earned less than $8.50/hour were 25 years or older; 19 percent of those earning less than $8.50 were single parents and another 16 percent were married with children; and half of those earning less than $8.50/hour worked 35 hours or more a week.

The Heavy Hand of ALEC

Given LABI’s powerful advancement of a sweeping deregulatory agenda, it is of little surprise that substantial connections exist between LABI and ALEC. Koch Industries, a representative of which sits on LABI’s Executive Committee, is heavily involved with ALEC. Koch Industries has been and continues to be a longtime member and funder of ALEC.

In addition, AT&T, Dow Chemical and Exxon Mobil all have representatives on LABI’s Executive Committee and were long-time members of ALEC. AT&T had a seat on ALEC’s Private Enterprise Advisory Council and was a regular “Chairman” level sponsor of ALEC’s annual conferences. Dow Chemical was on ALEC’s Energy, Environment, and Agriculture Task Force and a regular “Director” level sponsor of several of ALEC’s annual conferences. Exxon Mobil was on ALEC’s Private Enterprise board and a member of several task forces. The company paid $50,000 to be a “Chairman” level sponsor of several of ALEC’s annual conferences.
People in Colorado and Michigan may be separated by geography, but they share a vision for a future with healthy, safe places they can afford to call home. Together, they have fought for that vision, working to change the laws and put in place funds for affordable housing. They also share a common obstacle to achieving that vision: massive corporate landlords. In both states, some of the nation’s largest landlords hold positions of power in state and local apartment associations, which have prevented any limitation on rents in either state. This corporate-driven housing policy landscape has left hundreds of thousands paying more than they can afford for rent, with far greater percentages of people of color suffering this burden compared to their white peers.

The Unsparing Rental Market and the Champions for Local Renters

Colorado and Michigan, both home to booming real estate markets, have no limitation on the rents landlords can charge. Both states prohibit local rent control. Unchecked rents are doing damage across both states. In Colorado, 280,000 households are paying over half of their income for housing. In Michigan, almost half (45 percent) of the state’s renters are cost-burdened. But this damage is greater for Black, Latinx and Asian American households. About 69 percent of white households in Colorado own their own homes – nearly twice the rate of Black homeownership in the state, which is 36 percent. Just 48 percent of Latinos in Colorado own their homes. More than half of Latino renters in Colorado are cost-burdened. In Michigan, the African American homeownership rate dropped from 49 percent in 2007 to 42 percent in 2017. In Detroit, it fell from 54 percent in 2007 to 35 percent in 2017. In Detroit, where Black people account for 80 percent of the city’s population, nearly 60 percent (59 percent) of renters are cost-burdened. Nearly 30 percent of Asian American households in both states (29 percent) pay more than half of their income on rent.

Organized groups of renters in Michigan have pushed to repeal the state law preempting local rent control policies. Organized groups in Colorado, including UNE Colorado, 9to5 Colorado and Colorado Homes for All have also pushed to repeal the state law preempting local rent control policies and were able to get a 2019 bill out of its Senate Committee but did not get any further.

While cities can’t enact local rental control ordinances, they can take other actions, and in 2016, thanks to the work of some of these same organizations, Denver instituted an affordable housing trust fund. The city requires all developers to pay a linkage fee on commercial and residential development into the fund, which will build affordable housing. In 2017, UNE knocked on over 5000 doors and surveyed hundreds of residents, using this data to successfully advocate for solutions to the housing crisis in Westminster, CO that included an affordable housing trust fund, a legal aid clinic and an increase in the number of housing inspectors.

The Corporate Landlords Blocking Rent Control

In both states, corporate landlords, including some of the nation’s largest, hold leadership positions in the associations leading the effort to maintain the ban on local rent control. Greystar Real Estate, the largest property manager in the country, has representatives serving as the President and Secretary of the Colorado Apartment Association and as the Vice President of the
Apartment Association of Michigan. The corporations represented among the directors of these associations together own over 750 properties and nearly 150,000 apartment units across the two states.

In Colorado, the Apartment Association of Metro Denver (AAMD) and the Colorado Apartment Association (CAA) were the main opponents of SB 19-225 (2019), which would have lifted the statewide preemption of local rent control policies. Together, the directors of the AAMD and CAA own over 450 properties with almost 90,000 units in Colorado.

• **Greystar Real Estate** manages 2,400 properties in 42 states with 660,000 units, more than any other property manager in the U.S., and is also the seventh largest apartment owner in the country. Greystar has three representatives on the AAMD board and three representatives on the CAA board, including the President-Elect and Secretary.

• **BH Management** is the eighth largest property manager and the 16th largest owner in the U.S. A BH Management representative sits on the AAMD board and is the current CAA President.

In addition, as the table below shows, several of the large corporations holding leadership positions in AAMD and CAA are headquartered outside of Colorado.

> “Some renters in Ypsilanti are facing monthly increases up to $200. And the market has moved so quickly over the last 5 years that there are fewer places to turn for housing that is affordable for those earning the median income. We do have rent control—it is just controlled by private interests for profit. The preemption law stops the local community from being able to have a say about what residents need in order to live and thrive here.” —DESRAE SIMMONS, CO-DIRECTOR, INTERFAITH COUNCIL FOR PEACE AND JUSTICE
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>HQ</th>
<th>COMPANY</th>
<th>REPRESENTATIVES ON AAMD BOARD</th>
<th>REPRESENTATIVES ON CAA BOARD</th>
<th>CO PROPERTIES</th>
<th>CO APARTMENT UNITS</th>
<th>TOTALS IN U.S.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Charleston, SC</td>
<td>Greystar</td>
<td>Heather Sandoval, Taylor Mueller, Rocky Sundling</td>
<td>Brandon Rich, President Elect, Tina Luck, Secretary Rocky Sundling</td>
<td>145</td>
<td>33,627</td>
<td>Largest apartment manager in U.S.(^{177}), Manages 2,400 properties with 660,000 units in 42 states(^{178}), 7th largest apartment owner, 500 properties and 130,000 units in 21 states(^{179})</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Des Moines, IA</td>
<td>BH Management</td>
<td>Dori Brewer</td>
<td>Dori Brewer, President</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1,879</td>
<td>8(^{th}) largest apartment manager in U.S.(^{180}), with over 300 properties with 94,000 units(^{181}), 16th largest owner with 56,000 units(^{182})</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Seattle</td>
<td>Weidner Apts</td>
<td></td>
<td>Robert Carr</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>2,831</td>
<td>15(^{th}) largest owner and 24(^{th}) largest manager of apartments in U.S. with 260 buildings and 56,000 units(^{183})</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>San Diego</td>
<td>ConAm</td>
<td>Kellea Jeffrey, Chris Beno</td>
<td></td>
<td>13</td>
<td>2,023</td>
<td>Manages 53,000 apartment units in 7 states. 22(^{nd}) largest apartment manager in U.S.(^{184})</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Colorado</td>
<td>AIMCO</td>
<td>Duke McLarty</td>
<td>Duke McLarty</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>2,141</td>
<td>39(^{th}) largest apartment manager in U.S.(^{185}), 30th largest owner(^{186}), Owns 124 properties with 33,000 apartment units(^{187})</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Seattle, WA</td>
<td>Security</td>
<td>Lisa Odle</td>
<td></td>
<td>9</td>
<td>2,336</td>
<td>44(^{th}) largest owner(^{188}), with 126 properties with 25,000 units(^{189})</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Colorado</td>
<td>Mission Rock</td>
<td>Janelle French, President, Nicole Hildebrand, Dan Heap</td>
<td>Janelle French, Toni Moyes, Meredith Wright</td>
<td>34</td>
<td>7,695</td>
<td>Manages over 100 properties with 25,000 apartment units in 16 states(^{190})</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HQ</td>
<td>COMPANY</td>
<td>REPRESENTATIVES ON AAMD BOARD</td>
<td>REPRESENTATIVES ON CAA BOARD</td>
<td>CO PROPERTIES</td>
<td>CO APARTMENT UNITS</td>
<td>TOTALS IN U.S.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-----------</td>
<td>----------------------------------</td>
<td>-----------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
<td>-----------------------------</td>
<td>---------------</td>
<td>-------------------</td>
<td>-----------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Colorado</td>
<td>Echelon Property Group</td>
<td>Amie Robertshaw, Treasurer Mara Freese Jennifer Henderson</td>
<td>Amie Robertshaw</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>12,408</td>
<td>12,000+ units</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>191</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Indiana</td>
<td>Watermark Residential</td>
<td>Tamera Greene</td>
<td></td>
<td>4</td>
<td>1,050</td>
<td>12,000 units</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chicago</td>
<td>29th Street Capital</td>
<td>Jay Neal</td>
<td></td>
<td>10</td>
<td>1,044</td>
<td>Owns over 10,000 units</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Colorado</td>
<td>Griffis &amp; Blessing</td>
<td>Scott Kirkwood Jami Plchot Scott Kirkwood Kerry Egelston</td>
<td></td>
<td>51</td>
<td>8,000</td>
<td>7,500 units</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Colorado</td>
<td>RedPeak</td>
<td>Jared Miller, Sec Lori Snider Geoff Roth Bobby Hutchinson Mark Windhager</td>
<td></td>
<td>46</td>
<td>3,180</td>
<td>20 apartment complexes with 3,000 units</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Colorado</td>
<td>Four Mile Capital</td>
<td>Terry Simone</td>
<td>Terry Simone, Past President</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>79</td>
<td>Owns 14 properties with 1,800 units</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Colorado</td>
<td>McWhinney</td>
<td>Stephanie Brock</td>
<td></td>
<td>19</td>
<td>7,577</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Colorado</td>
<td>ZF Capital</td>
<td>Mike Zoellner</td>
<td>Mike Zoellner</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>1,544</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Colorado</td>
<td>IPM</td>
<td>Debbi King</td>
<td></td>
<td>31</td>
<td>404</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Colorado</td>
<td>Aviva</td>
<td>Danette Barrett</td>
<td></td>
<td>1</td>
<td>152</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Colorado</td>
<td>Grand West</td>
<td>Dana Lowry</td>
<td></td>
<td>4</td>
<td>24</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>TOTAL</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td><strong>466</strong></td>
<td><strong>87,994</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
In Michigan, the Apartment Association of Michigan (AAM) boasts that the preemption of local rent control is one of the most significant legislative accomplishments in its history. The AAM also specifically opposed legislation in 2017 (HB 4456) and in 2020 (SB 1129) that would have repealed rent control preemption. Together, the directors of the AAM own over 300 properties with 60,000 total units in Michigan. The officers of the AAM include representatives of very large landlords.

- **Greystar Real Estate** is the largest property manager and the seventh largest owner in the U.S. A Greystar representative is a Vice-President on the AAM board.
- According to AAM materials, **Edward Rose and Sons** is the sixth largest apartment owner and 15th largest manager in the U.S. Its CEO, Warren Rose is the AAM President.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CORP HQ</th>
<th>COMPANY</th>
<th>REPRESENTATIVES ON AAM BOARD</th>
<th>MI PROPERTIES</th>
<th>MI APARTMENT UNITS</th>
<th>TOTALS IN U.S.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>South Carolina</td>
<td>Greystar Bel/ Commercial Property Advisors</td>
<td>Cary Belovicz, VP</td>
<td>33</td>
<td>2,807</td>
<td>Manages 2,400 properties with 660,000 units in 42 states; making it the largest apartment manager in the U.S. Is the 7th largest apartment owner with 500 properties and 130,000 units in 21 states.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Michigan</td>
<td>Edward Rose and Sons</td>
<td>Warren Rose, President</td>
<td>38</td>
<td>19,478</td>
<td>6th largest apartment owner in the U.S. with 64,600 units; 15th largest manager—65,000 units.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Michigan</td>
<td>Princeton Enterprises</td>
<td>Karlene Lehman, 1st VP</td>
<td>91</td>
<td>15,050</td>
<td>Operates 110 properties with 20,000 units 15 states.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Michigan</td>
<td>Amber Properties</td>
<td>Allen Amber, Past President</td>
<td>29</td>
<td>1,491</td>
<td>29 properties in Michigan</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Michigan</td>
<td>Ressco</td>
<td>Shawn Stafford, VP</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>1,770</td>
<td>16 properties</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pennsylvania/Michigan</td>
<td>Berkadia Hendricks &amp; Sons</td>
<td>Kevin Dillon, VP Michael Tobin, VP</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>1,858</td>
<td>Owned by Berkshire Hathaway. Mortgage lender for multi-family properties.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Michigan</td>
<td>Kuhn Investment</td>
<td>Andrew Kuhn, VP</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>400</td>
<td>Mortgage lender for multi-family properties.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CORP HQ</td>
<td>COMPANY</td>
<td>REPRESENTATIVES ON AAM BOARD</td>
<td>MI PROPERTIES</td>
<td>MI APARTMENT UNITS</td>
<td>TOTALS IN U.S.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>------------</td>
<td>-------------------------------</td>
<td>-----------------------------------------------</td>
<td>---------------</td>
<td>---------------------</td>
<td>----------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Michigan</td>
<td>Kaftan Enterprises</td>
<td>Jeffrey Kaftan, Past President</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>2,384</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Melvin Kaftan</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Michigan</td>
<td>R&amp;R Management</td>
<td>Jay Brody, VP</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>1,484</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Michigan</td>
<td>LR Management</td>
<td>Leslie Etterbeek, VP</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>4,619</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Michigan</td>
<td>Woodbury Property</td>
<td>Mitchell Blezniak, VP</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>1,926</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Blezniak Real Estate</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Michigan</td>
<td>Cormorant</td>
<td>Harold Kullish</td>
<td>33</td>
<td>2,807</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Michigan</td>
<td>Income Property Organization</td>
<td>Gregory Coulter</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>2,274</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Michigan</td>
<td>Professional Property Mgmt</td>
<td>George Nyman, Past President</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>1,522</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TOTAL</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>334</td>
<td>59,870</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Conclusion

The appalling injustice of the economic systems profiled in this report, in which women, people of color and LGBTQ individuals earn poverty wages or are simply unable to afford rent, can only be sustained through restrictions on democracy. And that is what the corporations highlighted in this report have obtained and preserved in the five states: a democracy that is universally accessible to large corporate employers and landlords but limited for workers and tenants. Fortunately, in each of the states, people are valiantly organizing for the better future they need and deserve. If they succeed, it will benefit all of us.
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